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Evil does not obey the laws of God, any religion or any law created by man. Evil uses lies and
deception as tools to achieve its goals. Fighting evil is a 24 hour a day, seven day a week
commitment, as Evil never rests.
In the area of the mortgage crisis, many people signed a mortgage with the same amount of
knowledge they enter the courtroom with: zilch, zero, nada. Upon entering the courts, evil screams at
full volume, “You signed the contract so you had knowledge, and therefore, you should bow to our
lies and deception.” Whoa, wait a minute, stop the Merry-Go-Round! The average signer of a
mortgage enters the courtroom with about the same degree of trial and judicial knowledge as they
had of real estate, mortgage banking, and related legal professions as when the mortgage contract
was signed. Most home buyers are skilled, learned persons in their occupations or professions and
they therefore relied on the learned professionals in real estate, mortgage banking, and related legal
professions to see that the laws were followed. The home buyer is not required to be certified in
multiple disciplines to purchase real estate, and furthermore, the buyer does not have the time to
achieve an accredited degree and multiple disciplines so the buyer relies upon the truthfulness of
those that the buyer encounters.
Congress has been holding hearings to determine what happened; the fifty states attorney generals
have under taken endeavors against the evil doers; mainstream media is interviewing anyone who
might possibly be able to shine some light on what really happened; the academics are trying to
explain but the explanations sometimes exceed the thought processes of what many are willing to
believe or understand. The leaders responsible for protecting the people are supposed to be learned
persons, so why is it they are dealing with the issues after the fact? Simple, they did not know
because of all the lies and deceptions!
There are a number of attorneys in this country who fight against the evil for the people. Let it be
known, these attorneys fighting evil have Truth behind them; however, so long as the judges are
controlled by evil’s lies and deceptions, truth will never exit the courtroom. This is an everyday
battle for justice. Evil will stoop to the bowels of hell for weapons in its arsenal as evil cannot fight a
battle of Truth head on. Evil will attempt to belittle, intimidate, and make false accusations against
those who are fighting against it. These attorneys who are fighting against evil learn the new tactics
of evil on a daily basis and constantly adapt to the new lies and deceptions.
Beware of the lawyer who claims he has a complete knowledge and understanding. Professor
Levitin noted in testimony, “there is no case law,” to support the arguments against evil. “Yet,” is a
missing word from Professor Levitin’s comment. Case law will be created as the lies and deceptions
are exposed, and wisdom of understanding returns to the courts, and just rulings are opined.
Conquering evil requires absolute devotion to the degree of neglecting family, friends and even one’s
personal pursuit of worship. This sacrifice is a price that the ordinary souls of the world should not
be required to pay. Those who offer total devotion to this fight against evil are solitary persons
knowing that one day after the battle is over; they hopefully will be able to return to a normal way of
life.
The world must have truth and justice, for without it humanity is forever rendered servitude to Evil.

